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This is a lest covering the basic log skill you should have in order to

complete your work as a RCPR Dj. This test should be treated as an frLigftnnfrill

tM&. All the rules and regulations you have already learned apply (for
example, do not use a pencil, use a pen, and not one of those goofy

multicolored ones).

Your book and the sample log passed out in class should be all the

help you need. Although 1 can not be sure that you complete this on your
own, 1 do urge you to do it all by yourself. You will need to know this stuff
soraeimie if you want to become a kCPR DJ. (what i am Iryhng to say is do
thi.s by yourseil!)

This test is due no later than Sunday. April 13th at 9:00 pm. in my box
at the station. This test will affect your grade and the time you do your
trial by fire' and graveyard shift. Those with the higher scored will get first
dibs( what kind of word is d3s?).

Good luck. Call me il' you have any questionslbut not aaual test
questions you sneaky trainee, you).
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PART 1; The first part of this log has been filled out by less competent jocks
then yourself. You must now go through and find alKif any) log errors they
made while doing their shifts. Make a note of each error on the log, and tell
me what should or should not have been done. For this first part you may
want to use a blue pen so 1 don t miss anything you write.

PART 2: At 7:00 am your imaginary shift begins. Your job is to take the
information on these pages, add your immense knowledge on kCPR log
policies and regulations, top it off with the wonderful things you learned in
class, and complete the logia run on sentence? My English teacher would
blush). You should know how to deal with* every situation below, and if
something is not specifically mentioned, assume that it went exactly as in the
log.
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